
Scrutiny comments on the Review of    Mining Plan of Beldongri   mine of M/s 

MOIL,Tahsil Paraseoni  , District   Nagpur , Maharashtra for an area of 26.66hect. 

submitted under rule 17(1) MCR 2016. The area was inspected by Kewal 

Krishan, Sr Mining Geologist  on 24/3/2017 

  
1) The heading of document submitted is to be changed from Scheme of 

Mining   to Review of mining plan only.  

2) Proposal period is to be mentioned on coverage page. 

3)  Under chapter 3.0 ,In details of earlier approved mining plan/SOM , total 

reserves estimated and the balance reserve as on 31.3.2017 are to be 

furnished. 

3) Under heading mineral reserves/resources   on page no 10, the 

reserves/resources are mentioned under G-1. The procedure/basis 

adopted for calculation of same is to be elaborated in details as per UNFC 

guidelines. Similarly the various parameters considered for estimation 

reserves/resources, are to be furnished in tabular form in detail. 

4) Boreholes lithologs are to be enclosed as an annexure. 

5) Resources/reserves within the lease are to be arrived after applying 

result of feasibility/prefeasibility study. 

6) Anticipated life of mines is to be furnished 

7)  On page no 16, repetition of year mentioned. 

8) In proposed development and ROM for five years on page no 16 , 

percentage  of recovery is  taken as 79% . On what basis recovery 

percentage is calculated, the same is to be elaborated. 



9) Two no’s of vertical winzes are proposed at ch 00 and ch 150. The  

winzes interval should not be too close which amounts to partical 

stoping. Justification for proposed winzes is to be given.  

10) Size of level/winzes/raises/pillars: They should be commensurate with MMR,1961 

andMCDR,1988 and should also take into account size of equipment to be used and 

the  pillars should be regular in size and shape in general and should be stable.              

9) Proposed year wise, level wise extent of development for five years along with the 

support system is to be mentioned in the text and plans.  

11) The site location for mineral reject/sub grade and waste is to be 

mentioned in the text and same is to be marked on the plan for the 

proposed period. 

12) Extent of mechanization is to be described briefly with calculation for 

adequacy and type of machinery and equipments proposed to be used 

in different activities, such as drilling, material handling, surface 

transport and blasting etc in the mining chapter. 

13) )  Environmental Impact Assessment Statement is to be discussed  which   should 

include the, land area indicating the area likely to be degraded due to quarrying, 

dumping, roads, workshop, processing plant, tailing pond/dam, township etc , Air 

quality , Water quality , Noise levels , Vibration levels (due to blasting) , Water 

regime , Acid mine drainage , Surface subsidence , socio-economic , Historical 

monuments etc. 

14)  The information on protective measures for reclamation and rehabilitation         

works year wise is to be furnished on page no 33.. 

15) Financial assurance / difference in Financial assurance as per 

provision of Rule 27 of MCDR 2017 is to be submitted. 

 16) Feasibility/Prefeasibility Report is not enclosed. 



 17) Construction and maintenance of boundary pillars should be as per 

GSR 710(E) dated 08.10.2014 of Mineral Concession (Second Amendment) 

Rules, 2014. 

18) Copy of permission letter granted vide DGMS letter no NR-

1/380065/perm/NC/A23/2011/2177 dt 3.10.2011 is to enclosed. 

Plates:-    

a)  Plate no I, not legible. 

b)  Plate no II , Name of lessee H.R. Kalihari  and M/S  MOIL  are mentioned 

.Need correction/clarification. 

c)  Plate no III, IV, V, color identification marked on the plan is to be shown 

in the index properly. 

d) Plate no V, Various litho units are shown in the index but the same are 

missing on the plan. Similarly proposed boreholes are to be marked 

properly on the plan and index also (with proper no) .    

e)  Plate no VIII, Year wise production to be mentioned in all the places on 

plan. 

f)   Plate no X , copy of  Cadastral map  submitted is to be certified by the 

state DGM. 

g)  Plate no XI , not legible.  

h)  Plate no XII, Year wise plantation to be marked with different colors.  

i) Plate no XIV, area put to use for different activities is to be shown in 

tabular form. 

j) Updated Geological cross sections are to be enclosed. 

 



k) Location of proposed winzes are to be shown distinctly on the all the 

related plans. 

l) Latest photographs of the area/pits are to enclosed. 

 


